SHEEPSKIN
Sheepskin is a natural product, which means the color, texture and length of the wool fibres
may vary from product to product. Direct sunlight can cause color changes in the wool.
In order to preserve the original condition of sheepskin, vacuum clean and air regularly.
For more cleaning tips, please see the advice here: https://skandilock.com/en/careinstructions

SAXE & STROPP LEATHER
Leather is a natural living material that requires maintenance and becomes even more
beautiful if properly cared over time. The changes and stretch in the leather, should be
expected and is not seen as a product fault. Take care not to place the leather in direct
sunlight and extreme heat. Avoid the use of any cleaning agents and do not use sharp
objects on the leather. Be aware that core leather is a very receptive material and hence
very responsive for any kind of moisture. The colour will get patina and change over time.
To care and clean core leather, please use leather treatment intended to core leather.

SHOEMAKERS STOOL ML42 & SAXE WOOD CONSTRUCTION
For the black variant, soap oak, oiled oak and dark oiled oak, please wipe with a moist
cotton cloth. The soap oak version variant can furthermore be treated with vegetable
soap flakes. Be very carefully not to hit the leather on Saxe when care with soap flakes
to avoid stains. There is a risk of damaging the fragile seat corners of the ML42 i case of
overturning. This is not liable for replacement.
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When cleaning your Conekt table or Conekt bench, please make sure to clean it with a
dry or very slightly damp cloth only.
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FRAME
When cleaning your Frame box, please make sure to clean it with a dry or very slightly
damp cloth only. Do not use soap or excessive water. Keep your Frame box away from
high and low temperatures and extreme changes in humidity. As untreated wood veneer is
a living material, it is liable to react when directly exposed to heat, oils, fat, and moisture.
Please do not place your Frame box next to or in the flow of an air-conditioning unit or
heater as this may cause the veneer to crack.
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Due to the very tighen design for twin tables, the tabletops in veneer, cobber and brass are
very sensible for any kind of moisture and liquids. Please remove the liquids immediately.
How to clean tabletops: For white laminate, oak veneer, black ash veneer tabletops, wipe
with a damp cloth. For Copper and Brass tabletops, the materials will develop patina,
meaning that the surface of the Twin tabletop will change character because of time and
usage. Cobber and brass first develop a dark patina and will later become coated with
greenish-blue pigment known as verdigris. To clean brass and copper tabletops simply
wipe a dry cloth or use a non-abrasive formulation Brasso. But please note that brass with
use of Brasso will become a cooler, more matte color. Make sure that none of the polishing
liquid for the burnished copper and brass tabletop touches the reverse side, as this can
stain the surface and leave obvious traces on the other tabletop.

TWIN BOOKCASE
When cleaning your Twin bookcase, please make sure to clean it with a dry or very
slightly damp cloth only.

REMIX, FIORD, HALLINGDAL, SAHCO ZERO, SAHCO NARA
& RAF SIMONS VIDAR 3 (TEXTILE)
Vacuum the fabric regularly. For more cleaning tips, please see the advice here:
https://kvadrat.dk/care-and-maintenance/upholsteries

JUPITER (TEXTILE)
If the fabric begins to peel, vacuum gently or use a lint roller. For more cleaning tips, please
see the advice here: https://daw.dk/contact-us/pleje-og-vedligehold/pletrensning

NEVADA LEATHER
Leather is a natural living material that requires maintenance and becomes even more
beautiful if properly cared over time. The changes and stretch in the leather, should be
expected and is not seen as a product fault. Take care not to place the leather in direct
sunlight and extreme heat. Avoid the use of any cleaning agents and do not use sharp
objects on the leather. To care and clean leather, please use leather treatment intended to
Nevada leather: https://www.ca-mo.com/articles/nevada/

SILK LEATHER
Leather is a natural living material that requires maintenance and becomes even more
beautiful if properly cared over time. The changes and stretch in the leather, should be
expected and is not seen as a product fault. Take care not to place the leather in direct
sunlight and extreme heat. Avoid the use of any cleaning agents and do not use sharp
objects on the leather. To care and clean leather, please use leather treatment intended to
Silk leather: https://www.ca-mo.com/articles/silk/

